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Introduction 
We reserve for the sequel the letter I to denote the unit interval [0, 11 and the 
letter J to denote the family {I} u {[0, s]: 0 < s < l} u {[s, 11: 0 < s < 1). 
A family S is said to be a closed subbase for a space X if S consists of closed 
subsets of X and for each closed set F c X and a point p E X - F there exists a 
finite subfamily R of S such that F c U R c X -{p}. Notice that if S is a closed 
subbase for a space X and Z c X, then the family S 1 Z = {A n Z: Z E S> is a closed 
subbase for the subspace Z. 
A family S is said to be binary if for each subfamily R of S such that n R=(d 
there are A, B E R such that A n B = (d. It follows from Alexander’s lemma that each 
space with a closed binary subbase (i.e., each supercompact space, cf. De Groot [3]) 
is compact. It is well known that compact metric spaces are supercompact [7] but 
infinite F-spaces are not [l, lo]. It is also easy to see that binarity does not inherit, 
usually, onto closed subspaces. 
Let T be a nonempty set, I, = [0, l] for each f E T. Then a topological power of 
T copes of I, IT = P{I, : t E T} is a Tychonoflcube of weight (T(. Let M be a nonempty 
subset of T. Then p,:IT+ IM . IS a projection onto the cube Z”. The family 9 
consisting of all sets of the form pJ’( K), where t E T and K E J, is a closed binary 
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subbase in I ‘, called the canonical binary subbase in IT. This subbase is so specific 
that it “characterizes” the Tychonoff cube (see, for example, [9]). It is therefore 
natural to examine those subspaces of the Tychonoff cube that inherit the canonical 
binary subbase. 
A family S of subsets of a space X is said to be normal if for all A, BE S with 
AnB=0thereexistC,DESsuchthatCuD=XandCnB=P)=D~A.Aspace 
with binary normal closed subbase is the one that admits a closed subbase which is 
both binary and normal. Such spaces occur naturally in the theory of superextensions. 
They were intensely studied, mainly by the Dutch in the seventieth. Many important 
properties of spaces with binary normal closed subbase had been discovered then, 
indicating their very complex and rich structure (consult books by Verbeek [14] 
and Van Mill [ll]). In this paper we show that spaces inheriting canonical binary 
subbase and spaces that admit binary normal closed subbase are topologically the 
same. 
1. Q-binary spaces 
The aim of this section is to discuss subspaces of the Tychonoff cube that inherit 
the canonical binary subbase. More precisely, a subspace 2 of IT is said to be 
Q-binary if the family YIZ = (2 np;‘([O, s]): t E T and O< s < 1)~ (2 npJ’([s, 11): 
t E T and 0 < s < l} is a binary family in 2. 
We will give in the sequel several characterizations of Q-binary subspaces. The 
first one describes how they are positioned in IT. Sufficiency of our description is 
included in the following general lemma. 
Lemma 1.1. Let S be a binary family in a space X and let Zc X be such that (*) for 
each p E X -Z there are A and B in S satisfying Z c Au B c X -{p}. Then S1.Z is a 
binary family in Z. 
Proof. Let R c SI Z be such that n R=P). Suppose to the contrary that each two 
members of R have nonempty intersection. We may assume that R is a maximal 
such family. There exists Lc S such that LIZ = R. Hence n LZ0 and let p E n L. 
Since /I LnZ = n R=0, p & Z. By (*), there are A and B in S such that Z = Au 
B c X -{p}. Since p E Au B, neither An Z nor B n Z belong to R. By maximality 
ofR,thereexistCandDinLsuchthatAnCnZ=0=BnDnZ.SinceZcAuB, 
C n D n Z = 0; a contradiction. 0 
Characterization 1.2. A subspace Z of IT is Q-binary if and only iffor each x E Z T - Z 
there are members A and B of the canonical binary subbase such that Z c Au 
Bc IT-(x}. 
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Proof. The “only if” part requires a proof. So suppose that 2 is Q-binary and that 
x $ Z. Then Z is compact and therefore closed. Hence there exists an open neighbor- 
hood U of x in IT such that cl U n Z = 0. There is a (finite) set M c T and for 
each m E M an open interval K, such that x in {p-,‘(K,): m E M} c U. Let K, 
denote the interval K, with attached ends. Then n {pz( K,): m E M} is disjoint 
with Z. Notice that each set p,‘( K,) can be obtained as the intersection of at most 
two members of the canonical binary subbase. Therefore there are m, n E M and 
L,,L,~Jsuchthatp~‘(L,)np~‘(L,)nZ=~andx~p~’(L,)np~‘(L,).IfG,is 
the conjugate interval of L,,, and G, is the conjugate interval of L,, then Zc 
p;‘(G,)up;‘(G,)~ I’-{x}. 0 
Remark. The proof above can be easily generalized to the case of spaces with binary 
normal closed subbase. 
Let us give some examples of Q-binary spaces. 
Example 1.3. From the characterization above it follows immediately that if R and 
S are arbitrary subfamilies of the canonical subbase 9, then the subspace Z = 
n Run S is Q-binary. In particular, for arbitrary m E T the connected subspace 
Z,=XuY of IT, where X={x~I~:p,(x)=0 for all JET-{m}} and Y= 
{y~l=: P,(y)=O}, is Q-binary. 
Example 1.4. If Z is a Q-binary subspace of Z 7 and M c T, then pw (Z) is a Q-binary 
subspace of I”. Indeed, let z E ZM -pM(Z). Then ({z} x IT-M) n Z = 0. Since {z} x 
IT- = n {p;‘(K): m E M and p,(z) E K E J} and Z is Q-binary, there are m, 
n~MandK,L~Jsuchthatp,(z)~intK,p,(z)~intLandp,’(K)np,‘(L)nZ= 
0. If K’, L’ denote conjugate intervals for K, L, respectively, then Zcp,‘(K’)u 
p,‘(L’) c IT-(z) x ITeM. If q,,, denote the projections in Z”, then pM(Z) c 
q;‘(K’)uq;‘(L’)C I”-{z}. 
For x, y E Z, let S[x, y] denote the nonempty closed segment with ends x and y. 
If x, y, z E Z, then let m(x, y, z) be the unique point in S[x, y] n S[ y, z] n S[x, z]. 
Following Van Mill and Wattel [13] we say that a subset X of a Tychonoff cube 
IT is triple-convex if for all x, y, z E X the point w E IT defined by p,(w) = m( p,(x), 
p,(y), p,(z)), for t E T, also belongs to X. They have shown (compare the first part 
of the proof of [13, Theorem 3.41) that each closed and triple-convex subset of a 
Tychonoff cube is Q-binary. The converse also holds. 
Characterization 1.5. A closed subset of a TychonofScube is Q-binary if and only if it 
is triple-convex. 
Proof. Let Z be a Q-binary subset of the Tychonoff cube IT. If x, y, ZE Z, 
then each two sets among pJ’(SbAx),p,(y)l) n 4 pJ’(S[p,(xL p,(z)l) n Z, 
pT’(S[p,(y), p,(z)l) nz, tE T have nonempty intersection (because each 
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contains at least two points among x, y, z). Since 2 is Q-binary, there exists a 
point w of Z belonging to all of them. Hence p,(w) E S[p,(x), p,(y)] n 
S[p,(x), p,(z)1 n S[P,(Y), p,(z)1 = {m(n(x),p,(y), p,(z))) for each fE T. Thus Z is 
triple-convex. 0 
Let (x, y) be a point of the square I x I. This point generates four corner rectangles: 
[0, x] x [0, y], [x, l] x [0, y], [0, x] x [y, l] and [x, l] x [y, 11, some of them might be 
degenerated but it does not matter. Notice that the complement of the union of two 
members of Y is a corner rectangle (without two sides) or a vertical or horizontal 
strip; the last situation being unessential if we deal with a connected set. So that, 
if Z c I x Z is a continuum, then Z is Q-binary if and only if each point lying 
outside Z belongs to a corner rectangle disjoint with Z. Let us apply this observation 
to characterize “internally” Q-binary connected planar sets. 
Characterization 1.6. Let Z c I x I be a continuum. Then Z is Q-binary if and only if 
Z satisjes the following two conditions: 
(i) each vertical and horizontal segment with both ends in Z is completely contained 
in Z; 
(ii) if K E J, then both sets K, = {x E I: there exists y E K with (x, y) E Z} and 
K2 = {y E I: there exists x E K with (x, y) E Z} are connected. 
Proof. Suppose that Z is Q-binary. Obviously, Z satisfies condition (i). To prove 
(ii), take K E J and let us show that K, is connected; the proof of connectivity of 
K2 is similar. We will present details for K = [0, s]; the details for K = [s, l] are 
similar. Without loss of generality we may assume that the projections of Z on both 
axes give the entire interval. 
Suppose to the contrary that there are y, , y, < s and x, < c < x2 such that (x,, y,), 
(x1, yJ E Z but (c, z) F? Z for each z G s. Since Z is connected, there exists z > s such 
that (c, z) E Z. But then no corner rectangle generated by (c, s) is disjoint with Z; 
a contradiction. 
Let Z be a subcontinuum of 1 x I satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) and let (x, y) & Z. 
We shall show that one of the four corner rectangles generated by (x, y) is disjoint 
with Z. Suppose to the contrary that none of them is. Let A, B, C, D be points of 
Z belonging to rectangles [0, x] x [0, y], [0, x] x [y, 11, [x, l] x [0, y] and [x, l] x 
[y, I], respectively. Because both A and B belong to K2, where K = [0, x], Z 
intersects the horizontal segment with ends (0, y) and (x, y) by virtue of (ii). Because 
both C and D belong to K2, where K = [x, 11, Z intersects the horizontal segment 
with ends (x, y) and (1, y). Hence the point (x, y) lines on a horizontal segment 
connecting two points of Z, which, by virtue of (i), is impossible. 0 
Remark. Condition (ii) can be reformulated equivalently by requiring that Zn 
(K x I) and Z n (I x K) be connected for each K E J. It will become evident after 
having established some facts about proper families (see Section 2, Characterization 
2.7). 
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Each closed and convex subset of I x I satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) of 
Characterization 1.6. Hence 
Corollary 1.7. If Z is a closed and convex subset of Z x I, then Z is Q-binary. 
If x is a point of a Tychonoff cube IT not belonging to a closed set F c IT, then 
there exists a finite set M c T such that p,,,(x) & p,(F). Call a subset F of IT 
2-separated if for each x E IT - F there exists at most a two-element set M c T 
such that pM (x) E pM (F). By virtue of Characterization 1.2, each Q-binary set 
is 2-separated. An arbitrary ball of dimension ~3 in the Euclidean space is not 
2-separated. 
Characterization 1.8. A convex closed subset of a Tychonoff cube is Q-binary if and 
only if it is 2-separated. 
Proof. Let Z be a closed and convex subset of a Tychonoff cube ZT which is 
2-separated and let x F? Z. There exist s, t E T such that pfs,,)(x) EP~~,~)(Z). Then 
pee,,)(Z) is a Q-binary subset of I,Y x I,, being closed and convex. Hence there exist 
K, LE J such that p{,,,,(Z) c I, x K u Lx I, c I, x Z, - { P~.~,,~(x)}. In consequence 
zcp;‘(L)up,-‘(K)c IT-(x>. 0 
The following concept has utilized some ideas from [12,8]. Namely, for any 
nonempty subset F of IT and a point z E IT we set: 
S(F) =n {AEY: Fc A}; 
L(z, F)={AEY: zEAandAnF#g}; 
4(z, F) = S(F) 43 L(~, sm. 
Lemma 1.9. 4(z, F) is always a one-point set. If, in addition, Z is a Q-binary subspace 
of Z’, F c Z and z E Z, then +( z, F) is a singleton from S(F) n Z. 
Proof. It follows from binarity of 9’ that +(z, F) is a nonempty subset of the set 
S(F). Let us take two different points x and y in S(F). There exists t E T such that 
p,(x)#p,(y) and let p,(x)<p,(y). We set s=i(p,(x)+p,(y)). Then one of the sets 
K =py’([O, s]) or L=p,‘([s, 11) contains z; say ZE K. But then K E L(z, S(F)) and 
therefore y g n L(z, S(F)). Thus 4(z, F) is a one-point set. It remains to prove that 
this singleton belongs to Z, under those additional assumptions on z, Z and F. 
Suppose otherwise. Then there are A, BE Y such that Z c Au B c IT - I#J(Z, F). 
Let z E A. Since the set +(z, S(F)) is the intersection of a subfamily of 9, there 
exists an element C of this subfamily such that An C = 0. Since z E A, C cannot 
belong to L(z, S(F)). Therefore it must contain E Hence A n F = (d and so B must 
also contain F. Thus 4(z, S(F)) would be a singleton from B; a contradiction. 0 
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By the lemma above, assigning to each ordered pair (z, F) the unique point in 
4(z, S(F)) we create a function I$ from the set Z x P?(Z) into 2 for arbitrary 
Q-binary subspace 2 of IT. Notice its obvious properties: 
Lemma 1.10. (i). IfzG S(F), then 4(z, F) = 2. 
(ii). +(z, {x}) =x for arbitrary x, z e Z’T 
Let us consider the function 4 restricted to the topological product Z x 2=, where 
2= is the space of all nonempty closed subsets of Z with the Vietoris topology. 
Lemma 1.11. If Z is a Q-binary subspace of IT, then the function #J : Z x 2= + Z is 
continuous. 
Proof. It is enough to show that 4-‘(K) is closed in Z x 2z for arbitrary K E 9. 
To this end let (z, F)& 4-‘(K), i.e., +(z, F)@ K. Hence, (i) there exists AE 9 such 
that F c A and An K = 0, or, (ii) there exists B E L(z, S(F)) such that B n K = 0. 
Case (i). Suppose that A=py’([O, s]); the case A=p;‘([s, 11) can be handled 
similarly. There exists a number r> s such that pJ’([O, r]) n K =0. We set W = 
{E E 2=: E c p;‘([O, r))}. Then W is an open neighborhood of F in the space 2= 
and so Z x W is an open neighborhood of (z, F). We shall show that Z x W is 
disjoint with 4-‘(K). Let (x, E) E ZX W. Hence E cpF’([O, r]) and therefore 
S(E)cpJ’([O, r]). Since $(x, E)E S(E) and S(E)n K =& 4(x, E)g K. 
Case (ii). Suppose that B = p;‘([O, s]) and let r > s be such that p,‘(O, r]) n K = 0. 
Weset U=pJ’([O,r))and V={EE~~: E n U # 0). Since BE L(z, S(F)), U x V is 
an open neighborhood of (z, F). We shall show that U x V is disjoint with 4-‘(K). 
Let (x, E) E U x K Since XE U and E n U # 0, pJ’([O, r]) E L(x, S(E)). Hence 
4(x, E) in L(x, S(E)) c pY’([O, rl). B ecause pyl(O, r]) n K = 0, 4(x, E) .@ K. 0 
Corollary 1.12. Let Z be a Q-binary subspace of IT. Then: 
(a) For every FE 2” the partial function +F given by c$~(z) = c$(z, F), z E Z, is a 
retraction from Z onto S(F). 
(b) One can identify Z with a subspace {{z}: z E Z} of 2=. Under this identijication, 
for every z E Z the partial function 4’ given by 4’(F) = 4(z, F) is a retraction from 
2= onto Z. 
(c) One can identify Z with a subspace {(z, {z}): ZE Z}’ of ZX~=. Under this 
identij%ation, C$ is a retraction from Z x 2Zonto Z. 
Proof. (a), (b) and (c) are immediate consequences of Lemmas 1.10 and 1.11. 0 
If z E Z c IT and U is an open neighborhood of z in Z, then there exists a finite 
family SC Y such that ZE int n S and Z nn SC U. Clearly, S(n R) = n R for 
arbitrary R c 9’ with n R20. Hence, by virtue of Corollary 1.12(a), each Q-binary 
space will possess locally those global properties which are preserved by retractions. 
Here are some of them. 
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Theorem 1.13. Let Z be a Q-binary subspace of I’. 
(1) If Z is connected, then Z is locally connected. 
(2) If Z is integrally connected in dimension n, then Z is locally connected in 
dimension n (cf [6]). 
(3) If Z is an absolute retract, then Z is a locally absolute retract, i.e., Z does not 
have the singularity of Mazurkiewicz (cf [ 21). 
(4) If Z is unicoherent, then Z is locally unicoherent. 
Proof. Only (4) needs some proof because, generally, retractions do not preserve 
unicoherence. But our retraction does. To see this it is enough to observe that if Z 
is connected, then 4F : Z + S(F) is monotone. To this end take a subcontinuum C 
of S(F) and two arbitrary points x, y belonging to 4F’( C). Then both n L(x, S(F)) 
and n L( y, S(F)) are contained in 4;‘(C) and, according to Corollary 1.12(a), 
both are retracts of the space Z, thus connected. Hence x and y belong to the 
subcontinuum C u n L(x, S(F)) u n L( y, S(F)) of 4;‘(C), which shows that 
4;‘(C) is a continuum, which, in turn, shows that 4F is monotone. 0 
Theorem 1.14. Let Z be a Q-binary subspace of IT. If Z is connected and a G8 subset 
of I’, then Z is a retract of I ‘. 
Proof. Since Z is a closed G8, there exist a countable subset M of T and a subspace 
X of IM such that Z = X x ITPM. Since X = pM (Z) X is a Q-binary connected 
subspace of I M (see Example 1.4). By virtue of Theorem 1.13(l), X is a Peano 
continuum. By virtue of Wojdyslawski’s theorem [16], 2x is an absolute retract. 
Finally, by Corollary 1.12(b), X is an absolute retract and thus it is a retract of I”, 
which implies that Z is a retract of I’T 0 
Remark. The theorem above cannot be generalized further. For the Q-binary con- 
nected space Z, defined in Example 1.3 is not even a neighborhood retract of IT 
provided T is uncountable (see [5, Chapter I, Proposition 12.61). 
Before we formulate our next theorem let us make clear that by an absolute retract 
(or, correspondingly, by an absolute neighborhood retract) we mean any space that 
can be taken instead of I in Tietze’s extension theorem. Tychonoff cubes and their 
retracts are absolute retracts. So that our Theorem 1.14 can be reformulated 
equivalently by saying that any connected Gs Q-binary space is an absolute retract. 
For more information on this subject we refer to [5]. 
Theorem 1.15. Let Z be a connected Q-binary subspace of IT. Then Z is an absolute 
retract if (and only if) Z is an absolute neighborhood retract. 
We proceed a proof by the following fact of general interest: 
Lemma 1.16. Let X be a connected subspace of I’. Suppose next that K is a cardinal 
and that K,, L,, a < K, are members of Y such that X n K, # 0# X n L, and 
XcK,uL,foreacha<K. Then Y=n{K,nL,: o<K} isacontinuum. 
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Proof. For any ordinal p < K let Yp = n {K, u L, : a G p}. We shall show, by a 
transfinite induction, that each YP is connected. Notice before that, by virtue of 
Characterization 1.2, each YP is Q-binary. 
YO is connected being the sum of two intersecting themselves Tychonoff cubes 
KO and LO. 
Let p<K and let Y;=n{K,uL u: a<p}. Then YP=(YbnKp)u(Y&nLp). 
The space Y& is a Q-binary continuum, being the intersection of a decreasing 
sequence of Q-binary continua Y_, (Y <p. It follows from Corollary 1.12(a), that 
both Yb n K, and Yb n L, are retracts of Yb, thus being continua as well. Because 
both intersect the connected set X, they must intersect themselves, too. Hence Yp 
is connected. 
Finally, Y is connected being the intersection of a decreasing sequence of continua 
Proof of Theorem 1.15. There exists an open set U c Ir such that 2~ U and 
2 is a retract of U. Since Z is Q-binary, there exists a natural number n and 
pairs Ki, Li, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, of members of 9’ such that Zn Ki # 0# Z n Li for 
every i and Zcn{K,uL,: i=l,2 ,..., n}= U. Let us consider the space Y = 
n{KiuLi: i=1,2,..., n}. It is a Q-binary G8 subspace of IT and, according to 
Lemma 1.16, it is also connected. By virtue of Theorem 1.14, Y is an absolute 
retract. Hence Z is also an absolute retract being a retract of Y. cl 
By virtue of Characterization 1.2, the intersection of arbitrary many Q-binary 
subsets of a Tychonoff cube is again a Q-binary subset of the Tychonoff cube. So 
if Y c IT, then there exists a minimal Q-binary subset of IT containing Y; call it 
the binary huN of Y and denote by Bin( Y). Usually there is no relationship between 
the convex hull and the binary hull although in the case of planar Y, Bin(Y) c 
Conv( Y); see Corollary 1.7. It follows from Lemma 1.16, that if Y is connected, 
then Bin( Y) is also connected. Thus Bin( Y) is an absolute retract if Y is a connected 
subset of the Hilbert cube I”. Hence 
Generalized Theorem of Tietze. Let A be a closed subset of a normal space X and let 
f be a continuous function from A into a connected subset Y of the Hilbert cube I”. 
Then there exists a continuous extension f ‘: X + Bin( Y) off: 
There exists also an interesting relationship between binary hulls and super- 
extensions (we refer the reader to [14] as a basic source on superextensions). Let 
us take an arbitrary subset Y c I ‘. If # is an mls in Y, then 
h(#)=n{K# K containsamembetof#}. 
Notice that h(#) is a one-point set from Bin(Y). So that assigning to each mls # 
in Y the point h( #) we create a function from the superextension A Y of Y into 
Bin( Y). This function turns out to be continuous and onto. If Y satisfies additionally 
that for each disjoint closed subsets E and F of Y there exists t E T and there are 
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disjoint members K and L of J with p,(E) c K, p,(F) c L, then this function is also 
one-to-one and, in consequence, a homeomorphism. 
As was pointed out to me by Van Mill, a similar idea was developed further by 
Wattel in [15] (although his approach is different from ours). 
2. Binary sets of functions 
Let C(X, I) denote the set of all continuous functions from a space X into the 
unit interval Z and let F be a subset of C(X, I). 
We say that F separates points of X if for each pair x, y of distinct points of X 
there exists f~ F such that f(x) #f(y). 
We say that F is proper if f(X) is an interval for every f~ E 
WesaythatFisbinaryifforeach WcFx.Zsuchthatn{f-‘(K): (f, K)E W}=0 
there exist (g, K), (h, L) E W with g-‘(K) being disjoint to h-‘(L). 
We say that F is distributive if for each WcFxJ and gEF, 
g(fl {T’(K): (.A K) E WI) =f’ {g(.f-‘(K)): (f, K) E WI provided f’ {f-‘(K): 
(A K)E Wf0. 
Let CS(Z) denote the family of all nonempty closed subintervals of I. Then, in 
particular, CS( I) contains all one-point subsets of I. For a subset F of C(X, I) and 
W of FxCS(Z) we define Set(W) =n {f’(K): (f; K) E W}. Since each element 
of the family CS(Z) can be obtained as the intersection of a subfamily of J we get 
the following 
Lemma 2.1. Let Fc C(X, I) be binary. Zf W c F x CS(Z) is such that fm’( K) n 
g-‘(L) Z 0 for all (f, K), (g, L) E W, then Set(W) # 0. 
Lemma 2.2. Let F c C(X, I) be binary and proper. Then for every W c F x CS( Z) 
and g E F the set g(Set( W)) is an interval. 
Proof. Let us take points a, b, s such that a <s < b and a, b E g(Set( W)). Since F 
is proper, s E g(X). Observe that each two sets among Set( W), gP’([0, s]), gP’([s, 11) 
have nonempty intersection. Since F is binary, Set( W) n gP’([0, s]) n gp’([s, 11) = 
Set(W) n gP’({s}) is also nonempty. Hence there exists x E Set( W) such that 
g(x)=.% 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let Fc C(X, I) be distributive and proper. Zf g E F is closed, then 
g(f-‘( K)) is an interval for each f E F and K E CS( I). 
Proof. Let us first consider the case of K being a degenerate interval, that is K = {z}. 
Let a, b, s be such that a <s < b and a, b E g(f-‘({z})). Since F is proper, g-‘({s}) # 
0. Since F is distributive, f(g-‘({s})) =f(g-‘([0, s])) nf(g-‘([s, 11)). Hence z E 
.ZY’({s])), i.e., s E g(f-‘({z])). 
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Assume now that K is a nondegenerate closed subinterval of I. Let a, b, s be 
such that a, b E g(f-‘( K)) and a < s < b. Suppose to the contrary that s & g(f-‘( K)). 
We set 
and 
A = {z E K: inf[g(fP’({z}))] > s) 
B = {z E K: sup[g(f-‘({z}))] < s}. 
Clearly, A and B are disjoint closed subsets of K. Since each of the sets g(f-‘({z})) 
is an interval, A and B are nonempty and A u B = K; a contradiction. 0 
Theorem 2.4. Let X be compact and F c C(X, I) proper. Then F is binary if and only 
if F is distributive. 
Proof. Suppose that F is binary and let W c F x J be such that Set( W) # 0. Take 
arbitrary g E F. In order to prove that F is distributive it is enough to show that 
n {g(f-‘(K)): (f, K) E W}c g(Set( W)). So let z E g(f-‘(K)) for each (f; K) E W 
Then gp’({z})nfm’(K) #0 for each (J K) E W. Since F is binary, g-‘({z}) n 
Set( W) # 0. Hence z E g(Set( W)). 
Suppose that F is distributive and let W = F x J be such that Set(W) = 0. By 
compactness of X we may assume that W is finite and that set( W’) # 0 for each 
proper subset W’ of W. Let us fix an element (g, L) of W. Hence g(Set( W - 
{(g, L)}))n L=0. Since g(Set(w-{(gJ))))=n{g(f-l(K)): (~,K)E W- 
{(g, L)}} and each of the sets g(f-‘( K)) is a closed interval (see Lemma 2.3), there 
exists (f, K)E W-{(g, L)} such that g(f-‘(K))n L=0. Hence (f; K), (g, L)E W 
andf-‘(K)ng-l(L)=@ 0 
Theorem 2.5. Suppose that X is compact and that there exists a proper binary subset 
of C(X, I) that separates points of X. Then for every W c F x CS(Z), Set( W) is a 
subcontinuum of X. In particular, X is a continuum. 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that Set( W) = Au B, where A, B are disjoint non- 
empty closed subsets of Set( W). Let M consist of all subsets S of F x (0, 1) satisfying 
the condition: 
Anr){f-‘({s}): (~f;S)~S}#0fBnn{f~‘({s}): (f,s)~Sl. 
If M is partially ordered by inclusion, then, by compactness of X, M has a maximal 
element, say SO. We set 
C = n {f -‘({sI): (.L s) E SOI. 
Let a E A n C and b E B n C. Since F separates points of X, there exists g E F such 
that g(a) # g(b). According to Lemma 2.2, g( C n Set( W)) is a nodegenerate interval. 
Hence there exists a point t belonging to the set g(A n C) n g(B n C) n (0, 1). Then 
g-‘({t})nAnC#O#gp’({t})nBnC and therefore (g, t)ES”, since SO is 
maximal. Hence g(a) = g(b), which is a contradiction. 0 
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Characterization 2.6. Let X be a compact Hausdorflspace. Then X can be embedded 
into a TychonofScube as a Q-binary subspace if and only if C(X, I) contains a binary 
subset which separates points of X. 
Proof. Let h : X + IT be a homeomorphism between X and h(X) and let h(X) be 
Q-binary. Then F = {p, 0 h: t E T} is a binary subset of C(X, I) separating points 
of x. 
Conversely, if F c C( X, I) is binary and separates points of X, then let h be the 
diagonal mapping of all ,f from F, i.e., h:X+IF is given by h(x)={f(x):fE F}. 
It is known that h is an embedding of X into the Tychonoff cube IF (since F 
separates points of X and X is compact [4]). Moreover, h satisfies that whenever 
f~ F and DC Z, then pT’(D)n h(X) = h(f-‘(D)). Since F is binary, h(X) is 
Q-binary. 0 
Characterization 2.7. For a compact Hausdorflspace X the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) there exists a subset of C(X, I) which isproper distributive andseparatingpoints 
ofX; 
(b) there exists a subset of C(X, I) which is proper binary and separating points 
ofX; 
(c) X is homeomorphic to a connected Q-binary subset of the Tychonoff cube. 
The proof of the above characterization is an immediate consequence of Charac- 
terization 2.6 and Theorem 2.5. Notice from it the following property of non- 
connected Q-binary subspaces. 
Corollary 2.8. Let x and y lie in d$erent components of a Q-binary subspace Z c I ‘T 
Then there exists t E T such that p,(x) and p,( y) lie in diflerent components of p,(Z). 
Proof. For each t E T let C, be the component of p,(Z) containing the point p,(x). 
According to Characterization 1.2, W = Z n n { pJ’( C,): t E T} is a Q-binary sub- 
space of IT. Moreover, the family F = {p, 1 W: t E T} is proper binary and separates 
the points of W. According to Characterization 2.7(c), W is a continuum containing 
point x. Hence y& W and the corollary follows. 0 
3. Binary normal families 
Following Van Mill [12], a family S of subsets of a space X is said to be 
supernormal if for all E E S and closed F c X with E n F = fl there exist G, H E S 
such that G u H = X and G n F = P, = H n E. The canonical binary subbase in the 
Tychonoff cube is supernormal. More generally, if F is a family of functions from 
X into I, then the family {f-‘(K): f E F and K E J} is supernormal in the space 
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X: call this family the supernormal family generated by F and denote it by N(F). 
Each supernormal family is normal but the converse does not hold usually. However 
we will be able slightly correct binary normal families to get supernormal ones. 
Suppose that S is a normal family of subsets of a space X and that G, H are 
disjoint members of S. Refering only to the normality of S one can select for each 
dyadic rational r, 0 < r < 1, sets G,, ff, E S so that the following holds: 
(a) Cc G, and Hc H,; 
(b) if d and r are dyadic rationals such that d < r, then Cd c G,, H, c Hd, 
G,nH,=@and G,uH,=X. 
If, in addition, the members of S are closed subsets of X, then by an adaptation 
of Urysohn’s lemma we get the following: 
Theorem 3.1. Let S be a normal family of closed subsets of a space X. Then for each 
pair G, H of disjoint members of S there exists a function f E C(X, I) such that: 
(i) f(x) = 0 for each x E G and f(x) = 1 &for each x E H; 
(ii) if K E J, then f-‘(K) can be obtained as the intersection of countably many 
members of S. 
This simple ingenious theorem is due to Van Mill and Wattel [13]. It shows that 
the ultimate part of each binary normal family of closed subsets of a space X can 
be reconstructed as a family generated by a binary subset of C(X, I). Notice, before 
formulating explicitly this fact, that by adding the intersection of arbitrarily many 
members of a binary normal family to this family we won’t spoil neither its normality 
nor its binarity. 
Theorem 3.2. Let S be a binary normal family of closed subsets of a space X. Then 
there exists a binary family F c C(X, I) such that: 
(a) N(F) is a subset of the collection of all countable intersections of members of 
S; thus N(F) is supernormal and binary; 
(b) if G and H are disjoint members of S, then there exists an f E F such that 
f(G)=(O) andf(G)={l}. 
Characterization 3.3. If X is a compact Hausdorfl space, then the following are 
equivalent: 
(I) X is homeomorphic to a Q-binary subset of a Tychonoff cube; 
(II) there exists Fc C(X, I) which is binary and separates points of X; 
(III) X admits a binary normal closed subbase; 
(IV) X admits a binary supernormal closed subbase. 
Proof. The equivalence of (I) and (II) is Characterization 2.6. The implications 
(IV)+(III) and (II)+ are obvious. The remaining implication (III)*(II) is 
Theorem 3.2. 0 
As we recall that Q-binary sets coincide with triple-convex ones (see Character- 
ization 1.5) we get immediately 
Characterization 3.4 (Van Mill and Wattel [ 131). A compact Hausdorflspace admits 
a binary normal subbase if and only if it can be embedded as a triple-convex set into 
a Tychonofl cube. 
At the end we would like to establish the very strong property of spaces with 
binary normal closed subbase. Let us prove first a general fact. 
Lemma 3.5. Let S be a binary normal subbase in a T, space X and let Z be a subspace 
of X such that SIZ is binary. Then the subbase S(Z is also normal. 
Proof. Let E, FE S be such that E n F n Z = 0. Without loss of generality we may 
assume that all three sets E n Z, F n Z, and E n F are nonempty. For each x E F n Z 
fix a member D, of S containing x and disjoint with E; such a member exists 
because S is binary and X is T,. Since S is normal, there exist G,, H, E S such 
thatG,uH,=XandG,nD,=(b=H,nEforeachxEFnZ.Hencen{G,nFn 
Z: x E F n Z} = 0. Since 0 # E n Z c n {G,: x E F n Z} and SIZ is binary, there 
existszEFnZsuchthatG,nFnZ=e).HenceFnZcH,aswellasEnH,=kl. 
If G, HES satisfy that GuH=X and GnH,=@=EnH, then (GnZ)u 
(HnZ)=Z and (GnZ)n(FnZ)=@=(HnZ)n(EnZ). 0 
Theorem 3.6. Let Z be a space with a binary normal closed subbase S. Suppose that 
X is a connected and metrizable subspace of Z such that for each point x& X there 
exist E, FE S with X c E u F c Z -{x}. Then X is an absolute retract. 
Proof. By virtue of Lemmas 1.1 and 3.5, SIX is a binary normal closed subbase. 
By virtue of Characterization 3.3, X is homeomorphic to a Q-binary subspace of 
the Hilbert cube. Being connected, it is an absolute retract. 0 
Our theorem interpreted when Z = X gives a powerful Van Mill’s theorem [ 121 
asserting that each metric continuum possessing a binary normal closed subbase is 
an absolute retract which does not have the singularity of Mazurkiewicz. 
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